
INTRODUCTION 

Global climate-change governance, expressed in the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol (KP), presents some 

problems that have led to their failure. The first one speaks of a theoretical ambiguity of the 

concept of governance in relation to authority and legitimacy. Secondly, there are specific 

issues one must overcome in order to accomplish the goals of reducing greenhouse gases 

(GHG) proposed by the Kyoto Protocol.  

In order to address the theoretical problems, it is necessary to analyze each part of 

the concept of global climate-change governance. Governance has been defined in different 

times and in a number of ways. These definitions have transit from conceiving it, for 

example, as social networking outside the state,
1
 as the institutionalization of international 

agenda topics by the United Nations and international businesses,
2
 as a tool for measuring 

policy in a results-based management approach,
3
 as a synonym of policy-making processes 

which establish that regulation provides the essential link between government and 

governance,
4
 or as a policy networking, where there is an intrinsic relation between 

structures and processes of emerging actors in different contexts.
5
  

The concept has also been linked to a political neoliberal program expressed in 

corporate governance and the minimal state.
6
 In this sense, governance has been oriented to 

politics and policy and based on the relations between states and markets where state 

institutions should guarantee accountability and effectiveness of policies for the market to 
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operate.
7
 This approach to governance has been contested strongly because it relates with 

“good” or “bad” governance practices, a situation that led some authors to understand this 

moral qualification as a mechanism of domination legitimized globally, and usually called 

governmentality.
8
 Expanding the concept to neoliberal institutions, governmentality would 

mean that there were a moral judgment of the conditions imposed by the world leaders to 

homogenize political practices that are supported by international governance.
9
  

In this same sense, governance has been contested for its theoreticuniversalism.
10

 

Some scholars mention that if the concept and the political program were truly universal, 

they would not lack mechanisms of participation, implementation and binding of the 

agreements that global institutions design.
11

  

 This flexibility that avoids having one concept of governance has a number or 

benefits. The concept can be categorized to form essential radial concepts with their own 

meanings.
12

 My aim in this research is to build the radial concept piece by piece. In the first 

place I will introduce the environmental dimension into the concept. The first round of 

environmental governance was developed in the decade of 1970, when the concept offered 

solutions that were reactive, regulatory, and focused in single-pollutant, single-medium, 

single-pathway, and technology driven ideas.
13

 At this time, responses to this limited 

approach emerged and during the following decades, definitions went from the need to 

marketize the environment, to the development of international rules and law, and finally, 
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to the need to reform the previous command-and-control regulatory frameworks or to 

democratize it under a communitarian basis. In addition to these approaches emerged the 

“third-way” for conceiving environmental governance. This focused on the need for 

accountability and for results in environmental terms, rather that accountability for 

compliance with rules and regulations.
14

 

In this context, I will add a more specific radio to the concept of environmental 

governance. Climate-change governance appeared as a term of its own during the creation 

of the UNFCCC in 1992. The launching of the Kyoto Protocol in the third meeting of the 

Convention in 1997 supported the link between climate-change governance and a global 

response in the hands of the United Nations institutions. This link was inevitable when 

thinking of the ultimate goal of climate-change governance: to provide global clean air. 

Clean air started to be conceived as a global common or global public good.
15

 This 

common good needed to be provided by someone other than the markets to avoid market 

failures and unequal distribution.
16

 Although clear air is global, impacts of not having it and 

adaptation capacities are very different and specific according to the regional particularities 

and circumstances of the ones polluting it.
17

 In other words, in spite of the “globalism” of 

air, responses needed to have territorial and administrative bases. These responses have 

been organized under a state-based approach under national policies as proposed by 

members of the UNFCCC.  

Nonetheless, almost fifteen years after the climate-change global governance 

concept emerged and structures started to work, no clear results have been achieved. For 
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example, some countries in Europe have accomplished their commitments under the Kyoto 

Protocol to date; this is the case of European Union’s original 15 members. However, they 

have only accomplished them for carbon dioxide (CO2), whereas the KP deals with five 

more greenhouse gases (GHG). In addition, some of the countries obliged under the KP to 

limit their GHG emissions have registered the most important reductions right after their 

incorporation into the capitalist markets.
18

 After that period, the amount of GHG reduction 

has almost been null.  

In the region of North America, results have also been unfavorable and Canada, 

which is the only country obliged under the Protocol is far from its GHG reduction target of 

6% for 2012. The country has increased its GHG emissions by 22% from 1990 to 2006.
19

 

In the case of the United States, in 2001 the U.S. Congress decided not to ratify the 

Protocol, a decision which implied that the country with most GHG emissions worldwide at 

that time had no commitment within the climate-change global governance institutions. The 

U.S. has also increased it emissions by 14.7% from 1990 to 2006.
20

 Mexico had ratified the 

Protocol in 1998, but as a non-developed country, it was integrated to the “Non-Annex I” 

list having the only goal of delivering annual reports of the state of GHG to United Nations. 

Mexico has delivered its reports promptly, but also increased the GHG emissions by 40% 

in 2006.
21

 

 

Another important argument against the results-based approach proposed for 

environmental governance as an alternative to the control-and command approach is that 
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GHGs have increased. In this sense, there has been a debate whether to measure GHGs in 

an absolute basis or in other manners. If we measure GHG reduction taking into account the 

intensity factor (unit of CO2 per unit of GDP) or per capita basis, no country would have 

accomplished reduction goals at all.
22

  

Why has no country under the KP (worldwide an in North America) accomplished 

its goals? Does this mean that after lots of money and time invested since 1988, climate-

change global governance failed and we are worse than when we started? Where does 

authority need to be located to internalize climate-change global governance policies? What 

are the alternative proposals for so doing? In other words, who can provide global public 

environmental goods as clean air? 

The general failure of climate-change global governance offers the opportunity to 

think about alternatives for providing global public goods and situating localism not as the 

antithesis of globalism, but as one dimension of global processes and relations. In this 

framework, new institutional arrangements are being created among different actors with 

different goals based on different types and power relations, also with the participation of 

different levels of authority.
23

 According to Sverker Jagers, global climate-change 

governance should not only be the object of national policies, but also of other authorities 

and actors.
24

 This argument leads to the concept of global governance understood as a 

policy program in which these new linkages develop in a context where global climate-

change rules need to be internalized partially or completely by different actors in different 

ways. This “double-level” strategy has been used by actors of global governance especially 
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for climate change.
25

  In this sense, governance can be defined by “the fragmentation of 

authority among actors who may be located in or who represent and regulate different 

geographical units across national and regional borders.”
26

  

My objective in this research will be to respond to the previous questions by 

developing several arguments. The first one would deal with a theoretical concern about the 

non-obligatory characteristic of the global governance framework. This research would 

propose that for accomplishing GHG emissions reductions it is necessary to find some 

other actor with authority for internalizing global problems into local policies. The second 

argument is that relocation of authority is necessary for providing global public goods as 

clean air. To operate this provision, I propose to take into account a new emerging format 

for a regionalization process in North America.  

In this context, I intend to go beyond the concept of climate-change global 

governance in different senses. The first one would be to present a regional treatment for 

public global goods. Secondly I will define the region as socially constructed in a 

transnational way, where institutional design needs to be addressed in a dynamic manner 

for allowing relocation of authority to imply some sort of leadership or hierarchy regarding 

actors involved, as well as sectors within. Third and last, it is necessary to establish that the 

main actors of this regionalization process are local governments (LGs). 

I will divide my work in 5 chapters. The first chapter will capture and detail the 

previous discussion about the concept of climate-change global governance and its limits. 

Through a revision of the different approaches on global governance, I will establish that 

governance needs to be understood as a process for designing and implementing policy that 
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coordinates fragmented interests among different actors and levels of authority. I will also 

present a discussion about global climate-change governance and the way environmental 

topics were included in the international agenda during the second part of the 20
th

 Century. 

The second part of this chapter will discuss the argument that the globalism of climate-

change deals with the provision of public goods, such as clean air. Global public goods 

present several challenges regarding their provision. I will argue that although clean air is a 

global public good, it needs to be provided at a different level other than the global or 

national one. To conclude this chapter, the third section will explore briefly the science of 

climate change and the way it was dealt with in the global governance institutions.  

The second chapter will deal with the failure of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) as an 

expression of the mainstream global climate-change governance, and will argue that this 

can be explained in three possible ways. First, the Protocol is a mechanism with an 

inadequate design because it was based on a national approach when the implementation 

costs were localized regionally. National governments did not have the political will to 

implement the Protocol due to either electoral costs or conflicts with society, markets or 

local authorities. Second, the KP has no obligatory mechanisms for implementation; it is 

based on voluntary instruments, targets and commitments, which meant there were only 

political will and no sanctions. The third explanation deals with the emergence of free 

riders. This argument was developed by U.S. Congress for not ratifying the Protocol.  They 

explained that the fact that potential pollutant countries, which were growing fast and 

leaving a huge GHG footprint as China and India,27
 were not included in the list of 
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committed countries (“Annex I”), so the U.S.—and the other Annex I countries—would  

absorb the greatest economic costs.  

In chapter three, I will explore other levels of authority that could provide the global 

public good for addressing climate change and its governance. I will start by analyzing the 

regional multi-national efforts in a North American context. Regional institutions such as 

North American agreements on commerce (NAFTA), on environment (NAAEC), and on 

energy (NAEWG)—not part of the climate-change global governance framework—had 

incorporated the topic into their agendas. I will also include the trajectories of national 

climate-change policies in the three countries of the region. Needless to say, regional and 

national policies have not been successful in developing strategies for reducing GHGs 

either.  

Nonetheless, they have served for the creation of a different form of regionalization 

process which will be explained in the second part of the chapter. In this part, I will propose 

that local governments (LGs)
28

—provincial, state, or regional governments generally being 

part of a country—need to be considered fundamental actors for redefining global climate-

change governance and its strategies for reducing GHG at a regional level. This process 

implies the creation of regional building blocks based on LGs’ integration of policies and 

leadership. LGs have shown capacities to adapt their governing machinery to build 

relations with different actors at different levels for responding to global climate pressures 
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that demand implementation of solutions. However, the institutional-governance design for 

the reconfiguration of climate-change governance based on a local/regional approach would 

have to build strong relations between institutions, society and business. The main goal of 

this form of governance would need to be the co-production of collective global goods with 

their citizens.
29

 In addition, it is necessary to create intergovernmental relations with 

national policies and global ones to take advantage of the opportunities these actors can 

provide.  

Brian Hocking refers to the qualities of local governments
30

 for being considered 

actors in world politics, and suggests that we have to go beyond the perspective of 

exclusivity, discontinuity and separatism in the relation this unit of analysis has with other 

actors.  He explains that   

[w]e are confronted by an ever widening ‘frontier’ where domestic 

and foreign policy meshes into a seamless web and in which 

differing ‘spheres of authority’ jostle one another for advantage, then 

non-central governments [LGs] can, by virtue of their actorness, be 

seen as patrolling the edges of this territorially imagined and yet 

partially deterritorialized space.
31

  

 

James Rosenau had led the discussion of the need to re-territorialize the responses for 

implementing policy solutions for climate-change. This process can mean the redefinition 
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of sovereignty regarding climate-change governance. For Ivo Duchacek, sovereignty is a 

perforated concept where besides central governments, there are a series of local groups 

like transnational companies, political parties, non-governmental organizations and 

territorial communities that initiate or receive trans-sovereign signals, being subject to 

external responses.
32

 Local governments’ territories appear to be one of the last frontiers 

with real capacities for instrumenting responses to global pressures, such as climate change.  

Chapter three will also include a concrete theoretical proposal for re-

territorialization and coordination of policies for climate change into new forms of 

articulating interests in what I call transnational green economic regions (TGERs). This 

kind of region will be conceived as a social construct,
33

 with specific objectives which 

include integration and coherence in economic activities which sometimes are 

transnational.
34

 This coherence also means to design integrated sector and climate policies 

and strategies,
35

 and to agree with the natural vocation of the territory for conservancy.
36

 

These regions tend to create local carbon markets to accomplish their goals. However, this 

does not mean that a transnational green economic regional approach for climate-change 

would leave aside the national or global arrangements. It would need to integrate them into 

a unity
37

 where sovereignty is fragmented into sector policies and specific goals and where 

cooperation with different levels and actors is needed for having real GHG emissions 

reduction. In other words, a TGER would need to reinvent the borders and scope of the 
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failing global climate-change governance, where the starting point would be the relocation 

of authority and leadership. 

Chapter four will provide three case studies of TGERs in North America. The first 

one will be the Regional Green-house Gas Initiative (RGGI) drafted by New England 

Governors and the Eastern Canadian Premiers. The second case will be the Western 

Climate Initiative (WCI), and the third, the Mid-Western Green-house Gas Accord 

(MGGRA).  I will provide a detailed explanation of the way their climate instruments work, 

especially for the case of cap-and-trade. I will also present how the participation of 

individual LGs in these regions is.  

The last part of my work, chapter five, will provide a comparison of strategies of 

these TGERs. This comparison will also explore what kind of integration they are having 

and if there is convergence among them or with other governance actors. I will conclude 

this work by summing up the main arguments and presenting the challenges and 

opportunities of a regional approach based on TGERs.  

 

Limits to this research 

This research is limited by some important factors. The fact that only one of the three case 

studies is in operation prevents the researcher when making a balance of achievements. 

Another very important limit is the focus. In the revised literature, governance appears as a 

policy process in which several actors interact. In the case of this research, I will only 

focus on one of the actors of this interaction, local governments. The role of companies and 

the influence of the civil society are included only in a tangential way. Business is 

considered to be the principal object of technological change and implementation of GHG 

reduction. It is important to acknowledge that there are several business mechanisms that 
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push for innovation. An example of this is the International Standards Organization (ISO), 

which had developed several environmental standards, such as the ISO14000 for climate 

change or the ISO26000 for social responsibility and environment. Nonetheless, these 

mechanisms are voluntary and depend on the market and economic trends.  

 The case of NGOs or other forms of social organization is similar. They influenced 

decision making through democratic participation whether in favor or against policies 

regarding climate change. Society will be treated in this research when addressing 

consuming patterns regarding climate-change related sectors, as energy. For example, 

some climate change NGOs in Canada had favored the commitment of the country in the 

Kyoto Protocol, putting aside the economic trends and needs of the provinces. Civil society 

will appear again when exploring the legitimacy of climate policies. Some groups have 

lobbied for blocking any climate policy initiative; these civil society groups are usually 

contenting fossil-fuel companies. In both, business and civil society agents have their own 

agendas which sometimes do not coincide with the provision of public goods. 


